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EMPLOYEE COMMENTS
Prepared for: Hartford Area Habitat for Humanity

What does this organization do that makes it a place where people 
would want to work?
be  appreciated in a very simple way
Helps the community not just individuals.

los beneficios 
el  salario
y es un lugar donde se ayuda la comunidad
Our mission to "strengthen communities by empowering low-income families to change their lives, and 
the lives of future generations, through homeownership opportunities", is brought to the forefront of 
EVERYTHING we do. We SEE that homeownership brings about social benefits not only for the families, 
but also creates stronger and more viable neighborhoods. When this is your employer's "Team Goal", 
everyone works together to achieve it.
Overall, helping people. Whether it be a family in need of a house or someone looking for used, still in 
good condition, furniture, Habitat helps the community. In our case, the Hartford, CT county community.

Provides an environment with friendly volunteers
su enfoque hacia las personas y su buen trato
The general atmosphere is always pleasant. The product we turn out is affordable homes for those who 
may never be able to afford to buy one on normal market. What is better than giving the keys to a new 
home to a family. Giving them a new start in life, a new beginning, a sense of happiness beyond anything 
you may have ever experienced.
When you give the keys to a new family, the tears of joy are overwhelming. It doesn't get any better than 
this.
The individuals who work at our organization are all here for a higher purpose.  We all have chosen to 
work here because we believe in the mission that we are putting into action in our community.  With a 
group of people so inspired to make our world a better place, walking into the office is walking into a 
place that we all want to work and make an impact.

There is a family atmosphere with respect and fun.  Being a non-profit, there is a sense of helping others.
this company actually helps peaple.
We bring people together to build homes, communities and hope.  We change the lives of low-wealth 
families by providing a homeownership opportunity they would not otherwise have access to.  We are all 
dedicated to the mission.  As a small organization, we each have a variety of tasks that challenge us 
every day.  We have many opportunities to interact as a staff both in the office and outside of it.  Helping 
others is a powerful motivator.
We do good for others by giving families an opportunity to get an affordable home. And by giving families 
a new start in life.
We have monthly department meetings that are good cause I get to hear what is going on and I also get 
a chance to give input.  We meet quarterly outside of the office doing projects and team building.  I love 
the mission.
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We help seniors, veterans, limited mobility,and widows of veterans with repairs to their home so that they 
can remain in their homes for years to come. We also have a program for first time homeowners so that 
people can raise their children in safe decent homes and neighborhoods. Our motto is to uplift the 
community and the people in it.
We help to build hope, bring positive change to the lives of many families and to the community in 
general.
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What can this organization do to increase your satisfaction and 
productivity as an employee?
A more open/inclusive planning process, goal formulation and strategic process implementation would be 
an improvement.

Continue to maintain the already existing channels of communication, Continue to be supportive of the 
staff, continue to maintain the positive atmosphere that we currently enjoy,

engage and involve the work force.

Everything is fine overall, I suppose. A little extra help would be nice but no major complaints. Enjoy 
working for Hartford Habitat.

I am completely and totally satisfied with this organization.

I am completely satisfied with the organization both professionally and personally. I have all of the tools I 
need to be productive.

I am satisfied as things are now.
I am very satisfied as an employee and believe that we have the resources needed to be productive. As 
an individual always looking to improve and grow, I think having a strong team is the most important 
resource that we have. As we grow, our team also needs to grow so that we can continue on the path of 
continuous improvement that we are on. Doing so will in turn improve our teams satisfaction and 
productivity.
Improve coordination between leadership

Last year we were given the blessing of gaining space for offices. After we have all settled in, we realize 
communication at times can be more difficult due to sheer proximity to each other.  Some of this is also 
due to being in the height of our busy building season, which will remedy itself this winter.  So overall, I 
am very satisfied with our organization.

Offer a bonus package based on sales. Commisions
truck driver training.


